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Optical photon reassignment super-resolution scanning laser 
ophthalmoscopy
Theodore DuBose1, Francesco LaRocca1, Sina Farsiu1, 2, 
Joseph A. Izatt1, 2. 1Biomedical Engineering, Duke University, 
Durham, NC; 2Ophthalmology, Duke University, Durham, NC.
Purpose: Scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) is a type of confocal 
imaging and therefore optimal resolution is only achieved in the limit 
of an infinitely small pinhole and at the expense of signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR). Optical photon reassignment (OPRA) microscopy, 
is an all-optical (free from image reconstruction) super-resolution 
microscopy technique that achieves optimal confocal resolution 
without an SNR tradeoff. However, to date, OPRA has only been 
demonstrated for microscope imaging of fluorescent samples. 
Therefore, we present a system and preliminary results for obtaining 
super resolution in retinal imaging with the first SLO system 
employing OPRA.
Methods: Light was scanned onto the eye by a double-sided 8 kHz 
resonant scanner and a galvanometer scanner. The returning light 
was magnified, rescanned by a second galvanometer scanner and the 
backside of the resonant scanner, and imaged onto a camera. The 
system was configured to achieve either widefield imaging resolution 
or OPRA resolution by changing the intermediate transverse 
magnification between the descanned light from the sample and the 
rescanned light.
Results: To experimentally verify the resolution improvement for the 
system, we imaged a 1951 USAF test target, in both the widefield-
equivalent and OPRA configurations, as shown in Fig. 1.  
The resolution improvement factor in terms of full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) was 1.40 and 1.32 for the horizontal and vertical 
directions, respectively, which compares favorably to the theoretical 
expected improvement of 1.41. Retinal image mosaics acquired with 
and without OPRA are shown in Fig. 2. The cone photoreceptors are 
much clearer (Fig. 2 C-F) in the OPRA-enhanced images than in the 
widefield images.
Conclusions: We have demonstrated optically super-resolved 
retinal imaging by combining SLO with OPRA to achieve improved 
visualization of parafoveal cone photoreceptors without the typical 
confocal loss of SNR. The use of this technology may provide 
increased resolution capabilities for either conventional SLO systems 
or those employing adaptive optics.

(A) Widefield vs (B) OPRA SLO imaging of a test target. Red and 
blue boxes indicate the locations where the horizontal and vertical 
line spread functions were calculated. (C-F) Corresponding line 
spread functions with indicated FWHMs.

(A) Widefield equivalent vs (B) OPRA retinal image mosaics at a 
2.3° eccentricity. (C-F) Detailed views with a 0.3° x 0.3° FOV.
Commercial Relationships: Theodore DuBose, None; 
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Leica Microsystems (P), Leica Microsystems (R)
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Partial Field Holoscopy
Tilman Schmoll2, Daniel Bublitz1, Nathan D. Shemonski2, 
Lars Omlor3, Christoph Nieten1, Matthew J. Everett2. 1Corporate 
Research & Development, ZEISS AG, Jena, Germany; 2Research 
and Development, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA; 3Corporate 
Research & Development, ZEISS AG, Oberkochen, Germany.
Purpose: To improve the resolution and collection efficiency of 
optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems. Today’s ophthalmic 
OCT systems detect only about 5% of the light exiting the pupil 
because they use only about 20% of the eye’s numerical aperture 
(NA). To overcome this, we introduce partial field holoscopy, which 
creates images of the human retina with high detection efficiency and 
high spatially in-variant resolution.
Methods: We built an in-vivo swept source partial field holoscopy 
system, which illuminates the retina with a low NA beam and collects 
the backscattered light with a high NA using a spatially resolved 
detection unit. It consists of 2 detectors, arranged in a balanced 
detection configuration, each containing 37 detection channels. In 
conjunction with the 10 kHz, 1060 nm swept source this results in 
an effective A-scan rate of 370 kHz. For computationally correcting 
defocus and aberrations of the eye, we require phase sensitive, angle 
diverse data. Access to the phase is enabled by the interferometric 
nature of the imaging method and angle diverse information is 
provided by the spatially resolved detection unit. For reconstructing 
volumes with spatially invariant resolution, we use the subaperture 
correlation based digital adaptive optics algorithm (A. Kumar et al. 
Opt. Express 2013).
Results: Images of reflective as well as highly scattering test targets 
were acquired. A significant resolution improvement was observed 
after defocus correction, even in heavily scattering samples (Fig. 1). 
In Fig. 2 a first in-vivo retina scan can be seen. Fig. 2e demonstrates 
speckle reduction by incoherently adding the 37 detection channels.
Conclusions: Partial field holoscopy enables a detection efficiency 
and resolution otherwise only achievable with hardware adaptive 
optics. The angle diverse and phase sensitive nature of the captured 
data will enable many exiting extensions, e.g. photoreceptor imaging, 
quantitative blood flow measurements, tissue specific directional 
scattering contrast, dark field imaging.
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Fig. 1 a) group 6 elements 2&3 of USAF resolution test target, 
showing the resolution improvement after digital correction; b) 
USAF target with scotch tape on top, to demonstrate computational 
refocusing of highly scattering samples

Fig. 2 a) In-vivo prototype; b) fiber array used as detector; c) 
average b-scan of 37 detection channels; d) center channel b-scan of 
section indicated by red box; e) average of all 37 channels, showing 
significant speckle reduction
Commercial Relationships: Tilman Schmoll, Carl Zeiss Meditec, 
Inc. (E); Daniel Bublitz, ZEISS AG (E); Nathan D. Shemonski, 
Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc. (E); Lars Omlor, ZEISS AG (E); 
Christoph Nieten, ZEISS AG (E); Matthew J. Everett, Carl Zeiss 
Meditec, Inc. (E)
Support: German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, 
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Polarization-multiplexed, dual-beam swept source optical 
coherence tomography angiography
Jianlong Yang, Yali Jia, David Huang, Gangjun Liu. Casey Eye 
Institute, Oregon Health & Science Univeristy, Portland, OR.
Purpose: Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) is 
a novel imaging modality that could be used to evaluate capillary 
dropout and neovascularization in diabetic retinopathy. In this 
application, a critical limitation is the narrow field of view of current 
commercial OCTA systems, which usually have an A-line speed 
of 70~100 kHz. Although faster swept sources (up to 2 MHz) are 
available commercially, the signal to noise ratio is limited because the 
beam power is limited by laser safety. A dual-beam OCT could allow 
the use of greater power to satisfy both speed, signal, and safety 
requirements.
Methods: A 100-kHz swept-source laser is employed. In the sample 
arm, the light is split into two orthogonal-polarized beams with a 
separation angle of 20 degrees by a Wollaston prism. The two beams 
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are separated by 14 degrees on the corneal plane, corresponding to 
a separation of 4.2 mm on the retina (Fig. 1). The OCT images from 
the two beams are depth encoded. A 5-mm glass plate is used to set a 
constant path delay difference between the two beams. The split-
spectrum amplitude &phase gradient angiography algorithm was 
used to compute flow signal.
Results: The measured sensitivities for the orthogonal-polarized 
beams are 95 and 94 dB, respectively. With a scanning angle of 17 
degrees, OCTA with a field of view of 5×5 mm2 (400×400 pixels) for 
each beam was captured in four seconds. By montaging the two 5×5 
mm2 OCTAs from the two beams, a wide-field retinal OCTA with a 
field of view of about 5×8 mm2 (400×640 pixels) was obtained  
(Fig. 2).
Conclusions: Polarization multiplexing of OCT beams is an effective 
approach to improve the system speed without sacrificing the system 
sensitivity. With a dual-beam setup, capillary-resolution wide-field 
OCTA is possible using a 100 kHz swept laser.

Fig. 1. (A) Photography of the dual beam manipulation components 
in the OCTA system. (B) Schematic of the dual-beam OCTA system.

Fig. 2. (A) Overlaid structure (gray) and angiographic (red)  
cross-sectional OCT images from the 2 beams. (B) En face retinal 
OCT angiogram around the fovea by montaging the angiogram from 
the two beams.
Commercial Relationships: Jianlong Yang, None; Yali Jia, 
Optovue, Inc. (P); David Huang, Carl Zeiss Meditec (P), Optovue, 
Inc. (P); Gangjun Liu, None

Support: This research was funded by Oregon Health & Science 
Foundation, National Institutes of Health Grants DP3 DK104397, 
R01 EY024544, R01 EY023285 and R01 EY018184, unrestricted 
departmental funding from Research to Prevent Blindness (New 
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Towards large field of view, high resolution imaging of the retina 
with adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy
Marie Laslandes, Matthias Salas, Andreas Wartak, 
Christoph K. Hitzenberger, Michael Pircher. Center for Medical 
Physics and Biomedical Engineering, Medical University of Vienna, 
Vienna, Austria.
Purpose: Adaptive optics (AO) allows high resolution imaging of the 
retina. It has been successfully applied to numerous ophthalmology 
instruments (fundus camera, scanning laser ophthalmoscope, optical 
coherence tomography, etc.). One limit of this technique is the 
small field of view (FoV) on which the correction can be efficiently 
applied. Indeed, the isoplanatic patch size of the eye and the optical 
design of the instruments induce a degradation of the image quality 
while increasing the FoV. We performed an exploratory study 
tackling this issue: new concepts of adaptive optics scanning laser 
ophthalmoscope (AO-SLO) were theoretically and experimentally 
analysed.
Methods: The study consisted of 3 steps. Firstly, in-vivo 
measurements of the eyes of 3 healthy volunteers were performed 
on a lens-based AO-SLO set-up. The aberrations of the eyes were 
measured for different fixation angles to characterize the isoplanatic 
patch and assess the AO correction performance with a larger FoV. 
Secondly, optical ray tracing was used to model the AO-SLO set-up 
and its correction performance. Different options were explored to 
increase the performance over a large FoV: optical design, number 
and position of deformable mirror, number of wave-front sensor and 
control strategy. Thirdly, a new instrument arising from the modelling 
step was integrated and characterized under the same conditions than 
in the first step, in order to validate its benefit for larger FoV imaging.
Results: Firstly, the isoplanatic patch of the 6 measured eyes was 
found around 1°, which is in accordance with the literature and our 
modelling. Secondly, a new design was developed to enlarge the 
FoV. It consists of the classical AO-SLO lens based set-up, with one 
additional deformable mirror to correct for the aberrations varying 
in the FoV. Moreover, the adopted control strategy allows using only 
one wavefront sensor. With this concept and a representative eye 
model, diffraction limited performance is obtained over a 5° FoV 
at the entrance of the eye. Thirdly, the results of the model were 
validated in-vivo with the 3 volunteers.
Conclusions: A new concept for enlarging the FoV in AO-SLO was 
developed. The use of a second deformable mirror and an optimized 
optical design allow high resolution imaging over a 5° scanning angle 
on the eye.
Commercial Relationships: Marie Laslandes, None; 
Matthias Salas, None; Andreas Wartak, None; 
Christoph K. Hitzenberger, None; Michael Pircher, None
Support: H2020 MSC-IF 701859 - FWF P22329-N20
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Microscope-integrated OCT at 800 kHz line rate for high speed 
4D imaging of ophthalmic surgery
Oscar Carrasco-Zevallos1, Christian Viehland1, Brenton Keller1, 
Anthony N. Kuo2, Cynthia A. Toth2, 1, Joseph A. Izatt1, 2. 1Biomedical 
Engineering, Duke University, Durham, NC; 2Ophthalmology, Duke 
University Medical Center, Durham, NC.
Purpose: The en face view through an operating stereomicroscope 
offers limited depth perception. Recently developed microscope-
integrated OCT (MIOCT) systems have enabled tomographic 
imaging of live surgery, but most implementations to date have 
been limited to live B-scans that capture limited information about 
maneuvers extending beyond the imaging plane. We recently reported 
on four dimensional (4D: 3D imaging over time) MIOCT for human 
retinal surgery, but this 100 kHz system was restricted to 3.3 vols/
sec to sufficiently sample a 5x5 mm field of view (FOV). To facilitate 
imaging of fast surgical maneuvers with high sampling densities, we 
present a new high-speed 4D MIOCT (HS 4D MIOCT) system for 
volumetric imaging at 800 kHz line rate.
Methods: The HS 4D MIOCT system employed a 200 kHz swept-
source commercially available laser buffered to 400 kHz. Using a 
temporal spectral splitting (TSS) technique inspired by split spectrum 
OCT angiography, each spectrum (original and buffered) was split in 
two sub-spectra that were processed independently, yielding A-scans 
with 2x poorer resolution but acquired at an effective line rate of 800 
kHz. The axial resolution of the 800 kHz A-scans was 17.04 µm. The 
800 kHz TSS OCT engine system was coupled to an MIOCT scanner 
for 4D imaging of porcine eye surgery.
Results: The HS 4D MIOCT data was acquired using two protocols: 
200 A-scans/B-scan and 96 B-scans at 400 kHz, and 400 A-scans/B-
scan and 96 B-scans at 800 kHz. Both imaging protocols achieved a 
volume imaging rate of 10.85 Hz over a 5x5 mm FOV, but the 800 
kHz system provided twice the sampling density along the B-scan 
axis. HS 4D MIOCT images were acquired during porcine surgery 
with 27 gauge forceps (Fig. 1). The increased lateral sampling at 800 
kHz aided in visualizing subtle structures such as the prongs of the 
forceps and superficial vasculature.
Conclusions: We demonstrated a prototype HS 4D MIOCT that 
utilizes TSS for volumetric imaging at 800 kHz line rate. The system 
was used to image porcine eye surgery at 10.85 volumes/sec with 
sufficient lateral pixels for human surgery applications.

Excerpts from a volumetric recording of porcine eye surgery with 
intrasurgical forceps acquired with high-speed 4D MIOCT (HS 4D 
MIOCT). Temporal spectral splitting (TSS) allowed volumetric 
imaging at 800 kHz A-scan rate and a 2x increase in lateral sampling 
density compared to 400 kHz imaging.
Commercial Relationships: Oscar Carrasco-Zevallos, 
None; Christian Viehland, None; Brenton Keller, None; 

Anthony N. Kuo, Leica Microsystems (P), ClarVista (C); 
Cynthia A. Toth, Alcon Laboratories (P), Genentech (F); 
Joseph A. Izatt, Leica Microsystems (P), Leica Microsystems (R)
Support: R01- EY023039
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A Method for Combined Retinal Vascular and Tissue Oxygen 
Tension Imaging
Mahnaz Shahidi, Anthony Felder, Justin Wanek, Norman P. Blair, 
Michael R. Tan. Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences, University of 
Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Purpose: Since insufficient oxygen delivery by the retinal circulation 
can result in cell death and vision loss, knowledge of retinal vascular 
and tissue oxygen content is vital. Several techniques have been 
developed for assessment of either retinal vascular oxygen tension 
(PO2) or tissue PO2 (tPO2). However, concomitant and integrated 
knowledge of intra- and extra-vascular oxygen content is needed for a 
comprehensive understanding of retinal oxygen dynamics.  
The purpose of the current study is to report a novel imaging method 
for combined measurements of vascular PO2 and tPO2 in rats.
Methods: Optical section phosphorescence lifetime imaging was 
performed in 7 Long Evans rats using 2 different oxyphors. One 
oxyphor was delivered intravenously for vascular PO2 imaging and 
the second oxyphor was delivered intravitreally for tPO2 imaging. 
Phosphorescence images of the retinal vasculature and tissue were 
acquired consecutively at the same location. Phosphorescence 
lifetime was measured using a frequency-domain approach and 
converted to PO2 values to obtain depth-resolved vascular PO2 and 
tPO2 images. From vascular PO2 images, PO2 in retinal arteries 
(PO2A) and veins (PO2V) was measured and inner retinal oxygen 
extraction fraction (OEF) was derived. From tPO2 images, tPO2 depth 
profiles were generated at contiguous regions. Maximum outer retinal 
tPO2, minimum outer retinal tPO2, and mean inner retinal tPO2 were 
calculated from the tPO2 depth profiles.
Results: Retinal PO2 and tPO2 images obtained at the same location 
were overlaid, displaying measurements in retinal arteries, veins and 
tissue. As expected, vascular PO2 images displayed higher PO2 in 
arteries than in veins. The tPO2 image showed higher values near the 
chorioretinal interface compared to more inner retinal locations and 
near arteries compared to veins. From compiled data in all rats, mean 
PO2A and PO2V were 43 ± 5 mmHg and 26 ± 4 mmHg, respectively (P 
< 0.001; N=7). Inner retinal OEF was 0.58 ± 0.12. Maximum outer 
retinal tPO2, minimum outer retinal tPO2, and mean inner retinal tPO2 
were 33 ± 9 mm Hg, 22 ± 6 mm Hg and 23 ± 7 mm Hg, respectively.
Conclusions: A novel imaging method was reported and validated for 
integrated measurements of retinal vascular and tissue oxygenation, 
thus enabling a unified and comprehensive assessment of retinal 
oxygen regulation under physiologic and experimental pathologic 
conditions.
Commercial Relationships: Mahnaz Shahidi, US8332007 (P); 
Anthony Felder, None; Justin Wanek, None; Norman P. Blair, 
None; Michael R. Tan, None
Support: NIH grants EY017918 and EY001792 and Research to 
Prevent Blindness.
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Oxygen Signal Extraction from Bulk Retinal Tissue using 
Hyperspectral Image Mapping Spectrometry
Jason G. Dwight1, Christina Y. Weng2, Michal E. Pawlowski1, 
Tomasz S. Tkaczyk1. 1Bioengineering, Rice University, Houston, TX; 
2Ophthalmology, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX.
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Purpose: Retinal oximetry is a proven technique for measuring 
oxygen saturation values in large, resolvable vessels using 2 or 3 
wavelength values; however, applicability as a clinical diagnostic tool 
has remained elusive. Here, we use the Image Mapping Spectrometer 
(IMS) for the extraction of oxygen signals from heterogeneous 
bulk retinal tissue as a new diagnostic tool for monitoring oxygen 
distribution in the retina. This proof-of-concept study demonstrates 
the IMS’s ability to reveal distinct oxyhemoglobin spectra using its 
40 wavelengths to aid the signal extraction from tissue with many 
spectral endmembers.
Methods: Using a mirror array, the IMS fractionalizes images 
relayed from a Topcon TRC-50EX fundus camera’s side port 
into separated spatial and spectral information with no scanning. 
Recorded images can be reformatted with minimal computational 
power into a hyperspectral datacube (350x350 spatial values, 40 
spectral values). An average reflectance spectrum from the foveal 
avascular zone of the macula is used to normalize the average 
spectrum from different radial regions in 3 different patient eyes—2 
normal and 1 with non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR)—
removing fundus spectral constituents not associated with blood 
vessels. The result, an average absorbance signal from 5 regions in a 
radial map, is then compared between the normal and diseased eyes.
Results: The spectral channels for normal patient #1 are displayed 
(Figure 1a) in color. The blue region in Figure 1b is the estimated 
position of the macula based on the fluorescein angiogram (FA). 
The average absorption spectrum for 5 radial regions 25 pixels apart 
are shown. Normal patient #2 is shown in Figure 2 alongside the 
absorption spectra for the patient with NPDR.
Conclusions: Distinct spectral peaks associated with oxyhemoglobin 
at 540 nm and 580 nm can be seen in Figure 1. As the radius 
increases, the magnitude of these peaks increases, indicating 
increased oxygen. This result is supported by the FA map showing 
increasing vessel density propagating outward from the macula. The 
normal eye in Figure 2 validates this trend. The diabetic eye displays 
weaker signals and less oxygen signal difference when compared to 
the macula, supporting the idea of lower perfusion in such eyes. The 
IMS can resolve oxyhemoglobin spectra beyond individual vessels 
and may prove to be a useful tool in building non-invasive oxygen 
and perfusion maps.

Commercial Relationships: Jason G. Dwight, None; 
Christina Y. Weng, None; Michal E. Pawlowski, None; 
Tomasz S. Tkaczyk, None
Support: NIH Grant R01CA186132


